Career Development Initial Assessment

This is to be completed by second year PBEE students before their qualifying exams (either in the fall or spring semester). Please turn in the completed form to Angela Zhou.

Student ___________________________ Date _______________________

Faculty mentor with whom I have discussed my IDP: ________________________

1. Date completed myIDP survey:

2. Based on the myIDP survey results and my own self-reflections, three (3) of my greatest strengths in terms of my preparedness for a career in science are:

3. Based on the myIDP survey results and my own self-reflections, three areas for improvement in terms of preparing for a career in science are:

4. How does my self-reflection of strengths and areas of improvement compare with my faculty mentor’s assessment of my current skills?

5. Complete the following: At this point, I would like to develop my skill set in (insert specific improvement areas), and I plan to improve these skills for the next 6-12 months by (insert plans here).

6. Addressing and working towards my areas of improvement will prepare me for the following career(s) upon graduation:

By signing below, I am indicating that I have met with and discussed the above career development needs and goals.

_________________________________ Student Signature

_________________________________ Faculty Signature